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VA-Evolved Breaks (Progressive Breaks Compilation) OUT NOW!
Posted by retroid - 2009/08/18 00:45
_____________________________________
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We proudly present 'Evolved Breaks' progressive breaks compilation album, compiled by Retroid. On
this album, you can find on 10 beautiful original progressive breaks tracks from various artists such as
Aeron Aether, Retroid, Parallax Breakz, Felix Stone and many more all of whom, for anyone who is in to
the prog breaks scene, you will no doubt recognise. 

DJ support from Matt Darey, Yreane, Retroid, Adam Fogarty, Dj Slang and many more. 

"While progressive breaks is almost an extinct genre, giants (and I'm not exaggerating) like Retroid still
nurture the very essence of this fantastic music. It's clearly visible (or audible) that this is a painstakingly
mastered mixture of soundscapes, passions and pains - and by mastered I don't mean the technical
mastering. But as I stated many times before, Adam is a rear case of a great musician, fantastic
producer and gifted DJ - this is why this album touches so deep the heart and soul of any fan of the real
progressive electronic music. I won't give any opinions on single tracks from this album, because, simply
put - it is an organic masterpiece that should be experienced only in a whole." - D-Phrag 

VA - Morphosis: Evolved Breaks 
Label: Morphosis Records 
Catalog: MORPHA03 
Release Date: August 17 2009 
Genre: Progressive Breaks 
Format: Digital 

Tracklist 

01. Douglas Howarth - Would You Make Toasts With Me (Intro Mix) 
02. Felix Stone - Essentials (Original Mix) 
03. Oleg Zubkov - Thirst (Original Mix) 
04. Parallax Breakz - Serenity (Original Mix) 
05. Aeron Aether - Twillight Feat. Catherine (Original Mix) 
06. Duane Barry - Stormcloud (Original Mix) 
07. Line Of Sight - Stardust (Original Mix) 
08. Stardesign - Between Nowhere (Original Mix) 
09. East Cafe - Flashback (Original Moment Mix) 
10. Bios And Retroid - Ultraviolet (Original 2005 Mix) 

Click here to listen to 25 min sample on Soundcloud 
Click here to buy this release on Beatport  

Selected Reactions  

Matt Darey (Nocturnal Radio / Darey Products) 
"Very good!" 

Marcus Schossow (Armada / Global Underground) 
"twilligt is really cool !" 
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Kenneth Thomas (Perfecto) 
"Looking forward to delving into this. Been looking for some fresh prog-breaks lately!" 

Royal Sapien (Olaris / Proton) 
"Great compilation, nice to hear some new progressive breaks." 

Stefan Anion (Play Recordings / Polytechnic) 
"Overall very nice. Each track is beautiful and emotional. standouds are the felix stone, duane barry and
aaron aether tracks" 

Hexadecimal (Distinctive) 
"Some well produced stuff on this package, epscially Stardust and Thirst" 

Adam Fogarty (RTE Pulse) 
"This is outrageous! A superb mix. A real electronic exploration. My recommendation...Use ear phones
in the dark!" 

Useful links 

Morphosis Records Website 
Morphosis Records Myspace 
Morphosis Records on Beatport 
Morphosis on Soundcloud 
Morphosis Records on Facebook 
Morphosis Records on Twitter
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